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Council in Copenhagen
Following the Symposium on Internatio
nal Facilities for Physics Research (an ac
count of which will be given in a later issue)
and various meetings of EPS Advisory
Committees and the Executive Committee,
Council met in Copenhagen on 24-25
March 1983. The sessions were held in the
resplendent headquarters of the Royal
Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters
and the social programme included a
reception by the City Council in the equally
imposing City Flail.
It was a meeting at which delegates
could concentrate on the major activities of
the Society and its forward programmes
without the overriding worry of a critical
financial situation. Not that the Society
could lean back and relax, but the efforts of
the past 12 months had resulted in 1982
yielding a surplus, and with the surplus
forecast for 1983, we should be in sight by
the end of the year of being able to pay off
our accumulated deficit. Contributing to
the improved position in 1982 had been
specific donations, notably that of £15000
from the UK Institute of Physics and the in
crease in the number of Associate Mem
bers. This latter would have an even
greater impact in 1983, added to which was
the increase in unit fee which took effect
from the beginning fof this year. There were
however other positive factors such as the
profit from the sale of Europhysics Confe
rence Abstracts, including a sizeable return
from the sale of back numbers, and the
contract for secretarial services negociated
with SPIE. Moreover, the European Jour
nal of Physics had now reached the break
even point and the Society would be able
to pay off its share of the accumulated
deficit on this project through its income
from profits to be expected in future years.
Taking the countries with convertible
currencies only, one could still note big dif
ferences in support from country to coun
try, measured for example as a function of
GNP, with firmly in the lead the Nether
lands and Switzerland but with Finland not

far behind. The Finance Committee had, in
consequence, established targets which
would form the basis for future campaigns.
For the countries with non convertible
currencies, the problem of using efficiently
the resources persisted, but the opening of
an office in Budapest (q.v.) could provide
at least a partial answer.
Particularly important was the need to
keep up the pressure on recruitment for In
dividual Members so as to compensate the
inevitable wastage and preserve the
balance between the various membership
classes. Divisional conferences were iden
tified as being the natural focus for recruit
ment drives.
Advisory Committees

Vigorous activity was reported in all the
Advisory Committees out of which could
be noted: ACAPPI, a pamphlet on "Pro
moting Applications of Physics" was to be
published shortly; the next meeting of the
Associate Members was planned for the
Spring of 1984 as a two-day event with a
special symposium included; arrangements
will be finalised for the election of their
delegates to Council following approval of
the amendment to the Constitution (see
page 12) whereby the Associate Members
will in future be represented in Council.
Conference Committee: 10 EPS confe
rences (including one Europhysics School)
were being organised by the EPS Divisions
in 1983 and 36 were being sponsored by
EPS —afew less than last year but the dif
ference could be accounted for as statisti
cal fluctuations in a stable situation. Phy
sics and Education: Replies to the enquiry
covering tertiary education had been recei
ved, the analysis of which would be
published in Europhysics Education News.
Under the Teaching Abroad scheme one
teacher from Poland and another from Tur
key would be going to Sweden; ideas are
being explored for an international col
laboration on research into the teaching of
physics. Physics and Society: Several pro

jects are being worked on in parallel cover
ing the training of Ph. D. s. —a follow up
to the Erice Seminar in 1981; questions
relating to the popularisation of science
and the history of science; alternative
energy sources. Under the stimulus of this
Committee the statement published in Eu
rophysics News in the July 1982 issue had
been sent to the principal negotiators at the
Geneva disarmament talks and had been
courteously acknowledged by both. There
was little more that EPS could do collec
tively. All of these Committees together
with the Divisions were actively concerned
in the preparation of the 6th General Con
ference which will be held in Prague from
27-31 August 1984. Publications: Apart
from the Europhysics Letters project (q.v.)
this committee had been studying the pro
blem of the purchase of physics journals by
countries with a balance of payments pro
blem (and especially Poland). Libraries
everywhere were under financial pressure
but a partial solution could lie in an effec
tive use of UNESCO coupons. An enquiry
will be held to see how EPS can help.
Divisions

The vigour of the established Divisions
hardly needs emphasizing with both Divi
sional and Sectional conferences having
assumed an international importance. The
high energy physics and the plasma phy
sics conferences and the general confe
rence of the Condensed Matter Division
which was to follow close on the Council's
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heels (in Lausanne) are now part of the per
manent scientific calendar.
Still to gather momentum is the Optics
Division which was formed towards the
end of last year under a provisional board.
The forward programme of the Division
needs to be developed and relations with
other organisations clarified. Other areas of
physics which are under consideration are
geophysics which needs to be related to
the European Geophysical Society and
(since several years) biophysics and medi
cal physics. In the biophysics area, efforts
are being made to form a special European
Association and it was noted that in several
countries, biophysics did not figure in the
ambit of the national physical society. Me
dical physicists on the other hand tended
to be part of the physics community. In the
coming year, further thought will be given
to the problem and probably some scien
tific meetings arranged during which it can
be discussed.

Scientific control would lie entirely in the
hands of EPS, the Executive Committee
being responsible for appointing the chief
editor and the editorial board which would
also act as the panel of referees. Financial
control would be in the hands of a board
representative of the contributing bodies.
For its scientific input, EPS would be con
sidered to have a (say) 10% holding, but
would not be required to pay any money.
Whereas the contributions of the three
physical societies would be sufficient to
launch the journal, conceived as being fort
nightly, for both financial and scientific
reasons, the participation of other national
societies is highly desirable. Council there
fore invited its group members to study as
a matter of urgency the possibility of in
vesting in this exciting new enterprise. In
vestment it should certainly be. There has
been a rallying of physicists from all sectors
including those who are on the whole satis
fied with the present journal outlets and, if
we can have the active support of a signifi
Europhysics Letters
At the last Council meeting the outlook cant fraction of the physical societies, the
for a new European general physics letters journal should be making a profit in its third
journal was not very promising, but the year, if not before. Naturally an investment
past year had seen a significant change and implies a share holding which will carry a
an understanding has now been reached corresponding say in the management and
between the representatives of the physical a proportional share of the profits. The
societies most directly concerned in the ini possibility of an input from individual mem
tial exploration, notably the French Physi bers is also being examined with represen
cal Society, the Italian Physical Society and tation through EPS.
In the costings that have been prepared,
the UK Institute of Physics. According to
this understanding, both the Journal de provision has been made for individual
Physique Lettres and // Nuovo Cimento members of EPS to receive the journal for a
Lettere would be suppressed and their sub nominal subscription and preliminary dis
scription lists transferred while the Institute cussions have already been held on how
of Physics would divert general letters from the journal could be distributed in the
the Journal of Physics and provide funds to countries with non-convertible currencies
make the equivalent capitalized sum of one so as further to consolidate the concept of
journal. For symmetry it would not be ex a journal that is really European.
cluded for the parent French and Italian
Council applauded the progress that had
journals to carry specialised letters but been made and set a tentative date for
clearly no organisation participating in the receiving letters of intent from contributing
project would be able to set up a competi societies as the end of this year with a
tive publication.
launch date for 1 January 1985.

1-11 August 1983

El Escorial (Madrid), Spain

NATO Advanced Study Institute
on
NON-EQUILIBRIUM COOPERATIVE PHENOMENA
IN PHYSICS AND RELATED FIELDS
Cooperative phenomena manifest through non-linear laws in non-equili
brium systems: lasers (quantum optics), convective instabilities, thermo
elasticity, flames, reaction-diffusion kinetics, nuclear processes, etc.
Open to participants from all countries.
Information and applications: Director of the ASI
Professor Manuel G. Velarde
U.N.E.D.-Ciencias
Apartado Correos 50.487, Madrid
Deadline for application : 31 May, 1983.
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EPS Presence in Budapest

Detailed consideration has been given
over the past year to establishing an EPS
presence in Budapest. When our finances
were so precarious, a complete move was
contemplated, but closer examination
revealed this to be counter productive in
the long term. On the other hand, it inspi
red a closer look at what services could be
performed for EPS in Budapest and how
non-convertible currencies could be em
ployed. Council therefore was presented
with a proposal for the creation, for an ex
perimental period of three years, of a sup
plementary secretariat in Budapest which
would relieve the Geneva Secretariat of a
number of tasks: computerise our mem
bership list, undertake the mailing of Euro
physics News and circulars to Individual
Members for example; it would also launch
a recruitment drive for members in eastern
countries and would form a centre for
holding meetings of the Society. Whilst be
ing closely associated with the Hungarian
Physical Society, the EPS office would be
independent and responsible to Geneva.
The lengthy debate which followed was
at a high level and concentrated not so
much on the financial implications as on
the key question of whether such an action
would have the unifying effect that was
sought or would result in an artificial divi
sion. Clearly it is necessary to be sure that
conversion of eastern currencies into
forints would be possible and that the ef
fort of coordination put in by the Geneva
office would be more than offset by the
services rendered. Finally a ballot was
taken and the proposal carried by a majori
ty of over 70% of the votes cast.
Elections

Professors E.A. Muller and A. Milojevic
who had completed their maximum term in
office in the Executive Committee were
warmly thanked for their past services.
Council then re-elected Professor Friedel
for a further year as President and, as
members of the Executive Committee for
1983/84, those shown in the panel above.
Council also welcomed the new delegates
of the Individual Members whose names
are given on page 12.
The next meeting of Council will take
place in Winterthur, Switzerland on 29/30
March 1984.

